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There is a growing convergence between the mobile phone and the popular portable 
digital music player as technology evolves. The manufacturers of these music-capable 
mobile phones are taking every advantage of it and more and more functions are 
incorporated to these devices. As more functions are added, the way we use the music-
capable phones and consume music is eventually changing. This also causes challenges 
in further developing and designing the devices and the mobile digital music ecosystem. 
 As previous research is mostly concentrated on the usage of the portable digital 
music player, it was interesting to study if the users really listen to music with their 
music-capable mobile phones, how are they acquiring music; where and how they use 
these devices; and what kind of problems they have faced. To collect quantitative data, 
a voluntary online survey study with 151 respondents was conducted. 
 The survey data shows that the available internet connection in music-capable 
mobile phones encourages the users to download music straight to their phones 
although copying music from friends, etc. stayed as the most popular method to acquire 
music. The users appreciate having a single device combining a phone and a music 
player, allowing them to be mobile with their music, especially when travelling. 
However, the more complex device causes controlling problems to the respondents, not 
to mention network connection problems. 
 The results underline the fact that the mobile phone manufacturers have to take 
into consideration the usability problems brought up by the more complex devices 
when designing their latest music-capable mobile phones. 
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1. Introduction 
Listening to music is something that has delighted human beings for centuries, or even 
much longer. Until the arrival of portable players – three decades ago – with 
headphones over your ears such as the Sony Walkman cassette player, listening to 
music on the go and privately without anyone else hearing your tunes was not possible. 
 Portable digital music players have gained huge popularity over the years as a 
music listening medium. Apple had sold up to 120 million units of its market-leading 
iPod player by the third quarter of 2007. As technology evolves and more functions – 
such as wireless area network connection – are incorporated in portable players there is 
growing convergence between the mobile phone and the portable player, and the mobile 
phone manufacturers have been keen on taking advantage of this move to an all-in-one-
device. For example, during the first three fiscal quarters of 2007 alone, Nokia sold 220 
million music-capable mobile phones, nearly doubling the total number of sold iPod 
players [IFPI, 2008, p. 12]. However, in 2007 Apple launched their first version of the 
iPhone – a mobile phone that integrates their popular iPod music player – making them 
one of the top contenders in the market and giving a real boost for the music-capable 
mobile phones [IFPI, 2007, p. 10].  
 Due to this convergence, the way we consume music and use these devices is 
changing. In addition to listening to the conventional digital music stored on the 
memory of the player, users are also able to download music straight to their music-
capable phone and listen to streamed content from the internet over the mobile phone or 
wireless area network. Even some of the mobile phone manufacturers have set up their 
own digital music stores to get extra revenue. It is inevitable that mobile phones are 
here to stay as a digital music listening medium. It is important to understand how 
music-capable mobile phones are used, especially for those responsible for the 
development of the mobile digital music ecosystem and for the designers of the mobile 
music applications. 
 Many of the latest mobile phones incorporate a digital music player, at least the 
higher-end models. Do the owners of music-capable phones listen to music with their 
device and how do they get music content in it? Did they choose their mobile phone 
according to its music capability, or was it just a feature happening to be in the phone?  
 An online survey was created to find out how music-capable phones – or let us 
call them music phones – are used as a digital music player. The purpose of the survey 
was to map out how and from which sources the music phone users acquire music. It 
was especially interesting to know if they take the full advantage of the network 
features, missing from the conventional portable digital players, and download or 
stream music content to their music phones. Furthermore, the study tackles the issue 
whether the users of music phones see the integrated music player as an additional 
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feature of this device, the primary task of which is communication rather than playing 
music, or as a full-blown digital music player that happens to allow phone calls and 
messaging. The objective was also to find out where the users listen to music with their 
music phone, and if they happen to feel uncomfortable using the music player feature in 
certain places or locations. In addition, the way the survey respondents use and 
conceive the user interface of their music phone, and what problems they have faced 
with it played an important role in the survey. 
 The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the background is described, 
giving some insight into music phones. Chapter 3 introduces the survey methods and 
participants. Results and the related discussion take place in Chapter 4, followed by 
Chapter 5 with conclusion. 
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2. Background 

2.1. General 

After Sony had introduced the first small and truly portable stereo cassette player in 
1979, it took almost twenty years before the first so-called MP3 player was born. As 
briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, the Walkman changed the way we consume music by 
making listening to music a private experience because the ear-covering headphones 
were almost like a sign to the surrounding people that the listener is not available for 
interaction. Not only did the Walkman allow people to take their music with them but it 
also allowed them to make so-called mixtapes for different occasions such as exercising 
or partying [Deachman, 2009]. Mixtapes from the era of cassettes can be considered as 
the predecessor of modern digital playlists.  
 The first commercial MP3 player that played music stored into a memory in 
digital form, the MPMan from 1998 [Van Buskirk, 2005], paved the way for music-
capable mobile phones due to the convergence with mobile phones. With the ability to 
download and stream music straight from the internet over the mobile phone network or 
over a wireless area network (if supported by the device), the music phone brought the 
first major change in the way we consume music since the Walkman.  
 Music phones allow the users to make impulse music purchases whenever they 
feel like it. For example, if they hear a song from the radio that they like, they can 
download it instantly to their phone. In addition to downloading music into their music 
phone, the network connection allows music streaming through services such as Spotify 
– a music subscription service – and various radio channels broadcasting their shows 
online. Unlimited access to music, and especially having an ownership to it through 
downloading, also gives the music phone added value because consumers are ready to 
pay extra for phones capable to this [IFPI, 2009, p. 8]. 

2.2. Previous research  

Not many studies on the use of mobile phone music players are available so far 
although music phones have been around since 2003 [Ahonen, 2007] and hundreds of 
millions of units are sold each year [IFPI, 2008]. However, some relevant information 
has been found in where mobile music is being listened to and how music is managed 
between a computer and a music player. As a part of their study on mobile phone FM 
radios, Viljamaa et al. [2005] noticed that their test participants preferred to listen to the 
radio in public transportation vehicles and at work. Nettamo et al. [2006] confirm this in 
their study on mobile music, conducted on MP3 players instead of music phones. 
Viljamaa et al. also reported that the test participants were not happy with the reception 
of the FM radio signal. The FM radio connection issue was also studied as part of this 
thesis. 
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 The ways to manage digital music in the study by Nettamo et al. [2006] cannot be 
compared directly with this thesis because they used MP3 players rather than music 
phones. Nevertheless, they discovered that Apple’s iTunes and regular file managers 
were used as the applications to upload music to their music players from their home 
computers. The computers acted as music hubs that were used to discover and acquire 
new music. The sources of their music were record stores (although CDs were mainly 
bought when no other alternative was available), online digital stores (mostly iTunes), 
illegal downloads through peer-to-peer networks and from friends through instant 
messengers. The preferred types of music releases were single tracks and whole albums. 
With current music phones, discovering and acquiring music can be done straight from 
the phone by utilising its network connection capabilities.   

2.3. Devices  

The mobile phone network allows music phones to download music from the internet, 
making them more varied in functions than traditional MP3 players, and they are not 
tied to a computer when acquiring music. Perhaps this is why new types of portable 
players are emerging to the existing markets. Devices such as Apple’s iPod Touch and 
Zune player from Microsoft sport a wireless internet connection (WLAN) and blur the 
boundaries between online and mobile consumption [IFPI, 2008, p. 12]. These devices 
are almost similar to music phones with the exception that they are not capable of 
making conventional phone calls. In the music phone front there are many models 
available from different manufacturers.  
 The music phone models include those with a traditional keypad and those with a 
touch screen, while the set of functions vary from the lower-end models to the higher-
end and more expensive models. For example, Nokia 5300 XpressMusic music phone 
has a digital music player and a built-in stereo FM radio in addition to dedicated music 
keys, which allow the user to control the player and radio functions by pressing keys on 
the body of the phone (highlighted with a white arrow in Figure 1). It has a traditional 
12-key alphanumerical keypad. To supplement the internal memory, the Nokia 5300 
has a slot for microSD memory card [GSMArena.com, 2010]. 
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Figure 1. Nokia 5300 XpressMusic and Apple iPhone 4. 

 
Apple iPhone 4 differs from Nokia 5300 by being more expensive and by having a 
touch screen. The iPhone is also lacking dedicated music keys on the body of the phone 
and using the virtual keys on the touch screen controls the music player (Figure 1). The 
iPhone has no slot for external memory card and it is solely relying on its internal 
memory [Apple, 2010]. 
 Both music phones, the Nokia and Apple, have a standard 3.5 mm connector jack 
for headphones to listen to music. The headphones also have an integrated microphone 
for phone calls. The iPhone also sports player-specific buttons on the headphone cord to 
control the player without, for example, taking the phone out of the pocket to change a 
song. The headphone cord controls are also used to control incoming calls. The simplest 
models may only have one button on the cord to answer and disconnect a call, and to 
switch to next song when the player is running (Figure 2). The more advanced 
headphone models may have numerous buttons to enable song switching, fast 
forwarding/rewinding, adjusting volume, and pausing/playing a song.  

 

 Figure 2. Headphone with the controller in the cord (white arrow). 
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3. Method and participants 

3.1. Method 

The study was carried out as a voluntary online survey by using a third-party browser 
based survey application E-lomake (version 3) to collect quantitative data from music 
phone users. The survey was available for two weeks between 24 May and 9 June 2010. 
Six main topics were covered in the survey: motivation for having a music phone, ways 
of acquiring and managing music, phone usage (not only the music player but also 
general use), listening habits and assessing the features of the phone. In addition to 
those, respondents’ personal information (e.g. age and country of origin) and their 
mobile phone details were enquired.  
 The survey consisted of several multiple choice questions (checkboxes and drop-
down lists) but also open-ended questions. Some multiple choice questions led to 
follow-up questions based on the prior answers given by the respondents, ensuring that 
they only answered questions relevant to them while providing detailed information for 
the analysis of the survey. In addition, it would keep the survey simpler for the 
respondents. For example, if the “Buy it from an online store” answer option as the 
source of the respondent’s digital music was chosen, the survey form presented more 
detailed questions on the matter. Some of the multiple choice questions allowed the 
respondents to choose more than one option. For example, when they were asked to 
reveal if they buy singles, albums or ready-made playlists, the respondents were able to 
choose more than one option.  

3.2. Participants 

The survey respondents were solicited from mailing lists within the University of 
Tampere (mailing lists for international students, and the student organisation for 
students of mathematics, statistics and computer sciences), and ACM’s (Association for 
Computing Machinery) international and Finnish sections of the Special Interest Group 
on Human Computer Interaction. 
 165 persons submitted their answers. However, 14 submissions were rejected 
because the respondents did not fulfil the prerequisite of the survey: using their mobile 
phone to listen to music or the integrated FM radio. Hence the answers of 151 
respondents were recorded.  
 Majority of the respondents were males with 54% share. 97 respondents were 
from Finland, 22 from the United States, and 3 from Germany. The rest, 29 
respondents, were from other countries with 2 or less persons per country.  
 As Figure 3 shows, 6% of the respondents held a doctorate. Master’s degree was 
the most common one with 44% while bachelor’s degree was held by 35% of the 
respondents. 
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Figure 3. Level of education. 

 
 The mean age of the respondents was 30 years with the range from 19 years to 56 
years (Table 1). They were divided into four age groups in order to correspond to how 
people of certain age would use music phones. So, for example, it was assumed that a 
31-year-old respondent would use music phones in similar way as 40-year-olds. Also, 
the number of respondents in the oldest age group is so small that dividing it into, for 
example, two groups would result in very small age groups. The range of the age 
groups is shorter in the younger age groups because the difference in behaviour is 
thought to be more varied the younger the respondents are.   
 

Age Males Females Total Percentage 
19-25 17 23 40 26.5% 
26-30 23 24 47 31.1% 
31-40 36 16 52 34.4% 
41-56 6 6 12 7.9% 

 82 69 151 100.00% 

Table 1. Respondents by age and gender. 

 
 The respondents’ most common reason, with 58 mentions, to acquire a music-
capable mobile phone was to have a single device incorporating telephony and music 
player features (Figure 4). This allows the respondents to have their music collection 
with them any time they carry their so-called music phones with them – “I previously 
used to have separate phone and music player. I wanted to combine these, because 
usually I listen to music while walking or travelling and previously carried both devices 
in my pocket or bag”.  
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 However, with 44 mentions the second most common statement by the 
respondents was that the music player just happened to be a feature on their chosen 
phone without being the decisive factor when acquiring it: “I didn’t choose, I got this 
from my work”.  
 The desire to listen to different audio content (e.g. audiobooks) besides music was 
the third most common reason with 37 mentions for specifically acquiring a music 
phone.  
 33 respondents stated that they acquired a music phone because of other features 
than the music player – “The phone's other capabilities were more important (WLAN 
etc.) and the music player was only a bonus”. Purchasing a mobile phone based on its 
set of features alone has been identified as a major factor in making the purchasing 
decision, although the users may not use all the functionality after all [Kiljander, 2004, 
p. 73].  
 The statements resulted from an open-ended question where the respondents were 
able to disclose more than a single reason for the motivation behind acquiring a music 
phone. 

 
Figure 4. Reason for choosing a music phone. 

 Since 64% of the respondents were from Finland, the home country of Nokia, it is 
not surprising that Nokia is the most popular phone brand with 81 out of 151 
respondents using it (Figure 5). In fact, 84% of every respondent using Nokia are from 
Finland. Apple and its various iPhone models constitute the second most common 
brand with 36 phones. Mainly Finnish and American respondents, both with a share of 
38.9%, use the iPhone models. Country breakdown shows that Nokia holds 70.1% 
share among the Finnish respondents. Similar popularity for the American company 
Apple can be seen among the respondents from the USA with 63.6% share. 9 
respondents own Sony Ericsson, while Samsung and HTC had 7 users each. Motorola is 
being used by 4, and LG by 3 respondents. 
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Figure 5. Mobile phone brands among the respondents. 
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Acquiring music into the music phone 

Unlike in the past with portable cassette, CD and digital players, music phones offer 
more ways to acquire music. In addition to buying and copying music, music phone 
users are able to download and stream music straight into their phone from the internet 
or listen to traditional radio, eliminating the need to transfer music files from the 
computer into the music phone. The possibility to download music straight to the music 
phone poses an advantage over other portable players because users are able to acquire 
music as an impulse purchase. For example, if a user likes a song played on the radio, 
she or he can buy and download it immediately [Uusi-Hakala, 2007, p. 70]. Naturally, 
users have the choice to download music first to their computer and then import it into 
their music phone. This method also applies if music is copied from CDs because the 
computer’s CD drive is required to read the contents of the discs. 
 Having an ownership or an unlimited access to specific music content has been 
found to be valued by music phone users [IFPI, 2009, p. 8]. Hence subscription services 
such as Spotify and Nokia Ovi Music Unlimited are popular and continuing to grow 
[IFPI, 2010, p. 11]. Subscription service such as Spotify allows users an unlimited 
access to its music streaming library and the possibility to download a certain amount 
of tracks to be listened to when an internet connection is not available [Spotify, 2010]. 
Another subscription service, Nokia’s Ovi Music Unlimited (known as Nokia Comes 
With Music at the time the survey was online) allows unlimited music downloads from 
Nokia’s Ovi Music store for a limited period of time once the customer has purchased a 
mobile phone eligible for the subscription service [Nokia, 2010]. 

4.1.1. Methods to acquire music 

The survey mapped out which different methods the respondents use to acquire music. 
Among the 151 survey respondents, copying tracks from CDs, from friends and from 
other sources was the most popular method (Table 2). Downloading music for free from 
the internet was the second most popular way, while purchasing music from online 
stores was the least popular method to acquire music. Of the 26 responses stating 
“Elsewhere” as being their source of music, the music streaming service Spotify was 
named as the most common source with 12 mentions.  
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Age Buy it from 
online stores 

Download it for free 
from the internet 

Copy it from CDs, 
from friends, etc. Elsewhere 

19-25 5 27 28 4 
26-30 12 30 39 7 
31-40 29 24 41 13 
41-56 7 2 9 2 
Total 53 83 117 26 

Table 2. Origin of the respondents’ music. 

 
 The results show that the age of the respondents affects the way they acquire 
music. The two youngest age groups 19-25 and 26-30 years favour music download and 
disfavour buying it from online stores. The oldest age group 41-56 years is more active 
in buying music and less active in downloading it, which shows opposite behaviour to 
their younger counterparts. In fact, the share of respondents downloading music from 
the two youngest age groups (covering 65.5% or 57 respondents out of the total 87 
respondents of the age groups 19-25 and 26-30) is close to the share of respondents of 
the oldest age group who buy music (covering 58.3% or 7 respondents out of the total 
12, as seen in Table 1). The same relation can be seen with the share of the younger 
respondents buying music (19.5% or 17 respondents) and the older respondents 
downloading music (16.7% or 2 respondents). There were no notable differences 
between the age groups when copying music was in question. Note that the survey 
allowed the respondents to choose more than one method of how they acquire music. 
 Why do the younger age groups download music more often than their elder 
counterparts? One reason could be that they have been raised in a world where digital 
music download has almost always been a norm. The traditional way of buying music 
in cassettes, CDs and LP records could be the reason why the older age groups tend to 
buy digital music rather than download it. They are merely more used to the traditional 
concept of buying rather than downloading. Another reason for them preferring to buy 
music could be the income level. The older age groups may have higher income than 
the younger ones, of whom many are students and certainly have a lower income. 

4.1.2. Source of acquired music 

In order to find out the respondents’ sources of music, subsequent open-ended questions 
were presented to them based on their previous answers on what methods they utilise to 
acquire music into their music phones. The answers can be divided into four categories: 
buying, downloading, copying and from friends/partner or library. 
 From Figure 6 it can be seen that the respondents who buy music, totalling 53 
persons as seen in Table 2, buy it mainly from Apple’s iTunes Store (38 mentions). 
Amazon’s music store holds the second place with 16 mentions, while Nokia’s Ovi 
Music store (known as Nokia Music Store at the time the survey was online) is the third 
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most popular (10 mentions). The other stores received only a few mentions as can be 
seen from the bar chart. 
 

 
Figure 6. Source of bought music. 

 
 A recent report on the US digital music market by the International Federation of 
the Phonographic Industry stated that Amazon’s music store is more popular among 
male users with 64% share than iTunes with 44% share [IFPI, 2009, p. 10]. It also 
revealed that iTunes is stronger among the teen audience than Amazon. However, the 
results of this survey show the opposite figures, as Table 3 shows. ITunes is biased to 
male users much more than Amazon. Up to 82% of the respondents who use iTunes are 
men while the same figure for Amazon is 50%. Direct comparison with IFPI’s report on 
teenage audience is not possible because no teenagers (i.e. someone below the age of 20 
years) using iTunes or Amazon answered the survey. In fact, only 19% of the users of 
Amazon and 21% of the users of iTunes belong to the two youngest age groups (19-25 
and 26-30) of the survey. The largest age group for both Amazon and for iTunes is the 
31-40 years with shares of 56% and 63% respectively. The survey also revealed another 
interesting factor. Up to 16 Finnish survey respondents buy music from iTunes while 
the same share for Amazon’s online store is only 3 respondents. ITunes is favoured by 
18 American respondents and Amazon by 12. Only a comparison between the Finnish 
and the American respondents was made because they represent the two biggest groups 
of respondents in the survey. The reason why iTunes is so much more popular among 
the Finnish respondents than Amazon could well be because Amazon started as an 
online retailer and shipping goods from USA to Finland is more expensive than 
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purchasing digital content. Though nowadays Amazon is also selling digital music the 
potential customers in Finland may still conceive it as a traditional online retailer that 
ships products instead of allowing them to be downloaded without shipping costs. 
However, the extent of this study does not reveal the true reason behind iTunes’s 
popularity over Amazon. As the results show, four times as many Americans use 
Amazon as Finnish although there are 97 Finns taking part in the survey compared to 
that of the 22 Americans. 
 

 Amazon iTunes 
AGE 

19-25 1 1 
26-30 2 7 
31-40 9 24 
41-56 4 6 

GENDER 
Female 8 7 

Male 8 31 
TOTAL 

 16 38 

Table 3. Shares of age and gender of Amazon and iTunes stores. 

 
 Downloading music is the second most popular method to acquire music with 83 
survey respondents doing so. In this case, using peer-to-peer network for downloading 
was the most popular source of music with 45 mentions as Figure 7 shows. 
Downloading music from different artists’ websites is the second most popular source 
with 26 mentions, while other websites and blogs offering music tracks got 20 
mentions.  
 One respondent answered the question on music download by saying: “don't want 
to answer this ;)”, where the smiley suggested sarcasm and that the respondent is 
downloading illegal music for free through peer-to-peer networks. On the other hand 
another respondent answered that he downloads music from legal sources, adding that 
he “stopped pirating in the eighties”. 
 

 
Figure 7. Source of downloaded music. 
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 Of the 117 respondents who copy music (as seen in Table 2), 64 do so mainly 
from their own existing music collection such as CDs (Figure 8). One respondent 
described how he copies music: “I only copy from my own CDs. I buy CDs from a 
record store, copy them to my hard drive and often to my mobile phone after that”.  

 Friends are the second most popular source of copied music with 48 mentions. 
Copying music from library’s music collections is the third most used method (12 
mentions), and family or partner was named as the fourth most popular source of copied 
music (10 mentions).  
 

 
Figure 8. Source of copied music. 

 
 CDs and records were recognised as the most popular medium of copied music 
with 71 mentions, clearly outnumbering any other option given by the respondents. 

4.1.3. Frequency of acquiring music 

The survey provided five different answering options for the respondents to reveal how 
frequently they acquire music using the different methods described above. Whether the 
survey respondents bought, downloaded or copied music to their music phone, the most 
common frequency of acquiring music was either on a monthly or a yearly basis as 
Table 4 shows. None of the respondents acquired music on a daily basis with any of the 
music acquirement methods. The frequency of downloading music was spread quite 
evenly between a weekly, a monthly and a yearly basis, while copying music is less 
frequent on a weekly basis and is concentrated on a monthly and especially on a yearly 
basis. The reason for music being copied more often on a monthly and a yearly basis 
could be the fact that the majority of copied music originates from the music collections 
of the respondents and of their friends. Also, whole albums are the most popular music 
releases copied by the respondents (Table 6), outnumbering singles and ready-made 
playlists. This suggests that once the respondents have copied their own music 
collection and that of their friends to their own music phone, they have no need for 
additional copying except when some new music has been acquired that they may have 
interest in. 
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 Buy Download Copy 
Daily 0 0 0 

Weekly 7 23 10 
Monthly 20 29 34 
Yearly 22 24 54 

Seldom 4 7 19 
Total 53 83 117 

Table 4. Frequency of acquiring music. 

 When looking at how the respondents combine two different music acquiring 
methods (Table 5), it can be seen that out of the 136 respondents who buy or download 
music (as Table 2 shows), 27 respondents (or 19.9%) use both methods in acquiring 
music instead of settling with only one method. Of the 170 respondents who copy or 
buy music, 41 (or 24.1%) use both methods making it the second most popular 
combination. The most common combination to acquire music by using two different 
methods is to download and copy with 63 out of 200 respondents doing so.  
 Almost one out of four of the respondents who copy and buy music combine both 
methods in acquiring music. It seems that buying music along with another method to 
acquire music is more popular among those who also copy than among those who 
download music. Perhaps the respondents who download music have access to a larger 
variety of music than those who copy it, leading the latter to complement their music 
library by buying music.  
 

 No. of 
respondents Percentage 

Buy and download 27 19.9% 
Download and copy 63 31.5% 

Copy and buy 41 24.1% 

Table 5. Combining music acquiring methods.  

4.1.4. Type of the acquired music releases 

The respondents were asked to mention which kind of music releases they acquire when 
getting music to their music phone by using one of the acquiring methods (buying, 
downloading or copying). The three answering choices given were: single tracks, whole 
albums (by single or various artists), and ready-made playlists (or compilations). See 
Table 6 for the results of this query, and note that the respondents were able to choose 
more than one answering option. 
 Whole album is the most popular type of music release acquired by the 
respondents and a high number of them were copied (109 in total). Single track is the 
second most popular type of music release. Acquiring single track releases is almost 
equally popular across the three acquiring methods. However, the results show that 
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single track is the most popular type of release that the respondents buy. Acquiring 
playlist is the least popular method receiving only 23 mentions. 
 The popularity of bought single track releases – in comparison with the other type 
of releases – corresponds to the global digital music market where the biggest revenues 
come from the single track sales [IFPI, 2009, p. 6]. In 2009, over 1.5 billion digital 
single tracks were sold for the first time, up an estimated 10% on 2008.  Digital albums 
sale grew an estimated 20%, almost double the rate of single tracks [IFPI, 2010, p. 11]. 
Acquiring single tracks is also a convenient way to get hold of a specific song, for 
example, the latest chart hit. In case the user is buying the song, it is also cheaper to 
purchase a single rather than a whole album.  
 

 Buy Download Copy Total 
Single tracks 44 57 59 160 

Whole albums 35 59 109 203 
Playlists 2 9 12 23 

Total 81 125 180  

Table 6. Type of the acquired music releases. 

 
 The popularity of acquiring whole albums could be explained when looking at the 
proportion of them being copied. With 109 copied albums, it beats the downloaded 
albums and the copied single tracks by almost two-fold. Major part of copied music 
originates from the respondents’ own music collection and from that of their friends.  It 
was assumed that once the respondents have gone through the effort of borrowing 
music, for example, CD records from their friends, they copy the whole content of the 
records instead of individual songs – or single tracks. This is made possible by the large 
memory capacity of the modern music phones, allowing the respondents to acquire 
even thousands of songs, and subsequently have a vast music library. 

4.2. Importing acquired music into the music phone 

The survey enquired of the respondents how they import their music into their music 
phones. After the respondents have acquired digital music – by buying, downloading or 
copying it – they need to import it into their music phone unless they use the integrated 
FM radio, stream or download music straight to their music phone from the internet.  

4.2.1. Popularity of different importing methods 

Getting music into the music phone can be done in many ways. The most used method 
was to import music from the computer to get previously acquired music into the phone 
(Table 7).  
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 The second most common method was to utilise the built-in radio or music 
streaming services to listen to music live instead of importing it from the computer or 
downloading.  
 Downloading music straight into the music phone holds the bottom position with 
29 mentions. This means, for example, that the respondents have bought music from an 
online music store such as Apple’s iTunes but are downloading it straight into their 
music phone instead of their computer.  
 The reason why downloading music straight into the music phone is four times 
less popular than importing it via computer could be in the data transfer fees that the 
respondents do not want to pay when connecting their phone to the mobile phone 
network to access the internet. Another reason could be that their music phone may not 
have WLAN capability, which would not require any mobile phone network data 
transfers and therefore any fees related to it. The respondents were able to choose more 
than one answering option.  
 

 
No. of 

statements 
Imports music from computer into 

music phone 137 

Uses the built-in radio of the 
phone and/or streams music 64 

Downloads music straight from 
the internet with the music phone 29 

Other 4 

Table 7. Popularity of importing music to the music phone. 

 
 124 of 137 respondents who import music from their computer into their music 
phone prefer using data cable to connect the phone and the computer. Wireless 
Bluetooth connection is being used by 43 respondents, and portable memory (e.g. flash 
SD memory card) by 29 respondents. The respondents were able to choose more than 
one answering options. 

4.2.2. Managing imported music library 

To import and manage the digital music content the users need to use specific software 
or application to do so. Table 8 shows the popularity of different music management 
software among the respondents. Regular file manager such as Microsoft’s Windows 
Explorer and Apple’s Finder are the most commonly used. There is a file manager 
software in every computer, making it easy to access without installing any other 
software to manage one’s digital music. Apple’s iTunes media player is the second 
most popular application. The respondents were able to choose more than one music 
management software. 
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 One reason behind the popularity of Apple’s proprietary iTunes music 
management application is that it is the only one allowing the users to manage music 
and other files on their portable iPod music players and iPhone music phones. Also, the 
most popular online music store is the iTunes Store, which is built-in in the iTunes 
[iTunes, 2010]. Because iPhone is the second most popular music phone among the 
respondents (as seen in Figure 5) and iPod is the market leading portable player [IFPI, 
2008, p. 12], it is no wonder that iTunes is the second most popular music management 
application right after the regular file manager software. 
 

 
No. of 

statements 
Regular file manager 53 

iTunes (Apple) 46 
Ovi Player (Nokia) 26 

Windows Media Player (Microsoft) 20 
Winamp 15 

Real Player 4 
MediaMonkey 3 

Other 29 

Table 8. Popularity of music management software. 

4.2.3. Connection type for radio and streaming content 

To use the built-in FM radio or listen to streamed content the users need to have either 
traditional radio wave connection or internet connection. Of the 64 respondents who use 
the built-in FM radio or listen to streamed content with their music phone, 40 say they 
use the mobile phone network, 34 use traditional radio wave connection and 30 a 
wireless local area network to connect to the internet. Three respondents did not know 
their type of connection. The respondents were able to choose more than one answering 
option. 
 The respondents were also asked to disclose from which music streaming service 
they get their music. Spotify was recognised as the most popular source with 13 
mentions. Pandora was the second most popular with 8 responses, and Last.fm the third 
with 4 responses. Other streaming music services got 12 mentions in total. 

4.2.4. Connection type for downloading music 

Of the 29 respondents who use their mobile phone to download music straight from the 
internet, 26 say they use the mobile phone network (e.g. 3G and CDMA connection), 
22 use WLAN, while one respondent did not know the used connection type. The 
respondents were able to choose more than one answering option. 
 The type of the used mobile network connection can depend on the respondent’s 
location because different technological mobile phone standards are used in different 
parts of the world [PR Newswire Association, 2006]. 
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4.3. Playlists and finding a certain track 

A playlist is a collection of songs in a music player, and sets of playlists are used to 
organise the large numbers of songs collected by users. Playlists originate from the era 
of VHS tapes and music cassettes when people were able to make their own 
compilations – or so-called mixtapes – to suit different situations such as jogging and 
partying [Deachman, 2009]. Depending on the device, playlists can be created on the 
music phone or on a computer (by utilising the music management software such as 
iTunes) before importing them into the phone. The survey mapped out how many of the 
respondents use playlists and how they browse their music collection on their music 
phones. 

4.3.1. Sorting playlists 

Approximately one third of all the survey respondents do not use playlists to sort their 
music collection. The remaining two thirds of the respondents are accustomed to sorting 
their music collection as Table 9 shows. The most popular method to sort music is by 
the name of the artist with 36 respondents doing so. 
 

 No. of 
respondents Percentage 

No, all the songs are in a single list 53 35.1% 
Yes, by the name of the artist 36 23.8% 
Yes, by the name of the album 18 11.9% 

Yes, by genre 11 7.3% 
Yes, by the name of the song 2 1.3% 
Yes, by the length of the song 1 0.7% 

Other 30 19.9% 
Total 151 100.0% 

Table 9. Playlist sorting. 

 The 30 respondents who stated to using other methods to sort their music were 
asked to answer an open-ended question on their preferred sorting methods. The most 
common statement with 9 mentions was to sort music according based on the mood of 
the respondents. For instance, the respondents would fit their playlists according to their 
mood: “Aggressive list is good for motivation when doing sports”. The other used 
methods were by rotating a few playlists (7 mentions), by combining several sorting 
methods (6 mentions), and by auto-generating playlists (5 mentions). 
 In addition, 57 respondents commented why they use multiple playlists. The most 
common reason with 34 mentions was the aforementioned need for different playlists 
suiting their moods and activities. It is evident that this is one of the most important 
reasons behind the playlist sorting of the respondents. 

4.3.2. Finding a certain track 

For the majority of the respondents the preferred method in finding a certain track is to 
first find the right artist, album or genre, and subsequently the correct song. Browsing 
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through all the songs until the correct one is found is the second most popular method. 
See Table 10 for the results.  
 

 No. of 
respondents Percentage 

By first finding the right artist, album 
or genre; and then the correct song 82 54.3% 

By browsing through all the songs 
until you find the correct song 26 17.2% 

With the search function by entering 
text in a search text field 20 13.2% 

I only listen to radio/streamed music 10 6.6% 
By browsing through a certain 

playlist where the song is located 6 4.0% 

Other 7 4.6% 
Total 151 100.0% 

Table 10. Finding a certain track. 

4.4. Music listening habits 

The music listening habits of the respondents were studied by finding out where they 
prefer listening to music, why they listen to it and how comfortable they are with 
listening to music in certain situations.  

4.4.1. Where listening to music is preferred?  

The survey asked the respondents where they normally use their music phones to listen 
to music. The most popular situation is during travelling for longer distances with 114 
mentions, as Figure 9 shows. Commuting to work, school, etc. got 108 mentions. 
Listening to music while doing sports is the third most popular situation with 80 
mentions. Being at home (47 mentions), at work (44 mentions) and while studying (23 
mentions) are the following situations where the respondents like to listen to music. 
“Elsewhere” got 11 mentions. The conclusion is that travelling, in its different forms, is 
the most common situation where the respondents like to listen to music. 
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Figure 9. Music listening situations. 

4.4.2. Why respondents listen to music with music phone 

Based on the answers to an open-ended question mapping out why the respondents 
listen to music with their music phone, having multiple functions in one device was 
found to be the most common reason as shown in Table 11: 75 out of the 151 
respondents like the fact that while carrying their mobile phone with them, they also 
have a music player at their disposal. The answer, however, does not really answer the 
question why they like to listen to music but it was the most common answer given by 
the respondents. Passing time and keeping themselves entertained, for example during 
travelling or commuting, is the second most popular reason for listening to music with 
45 statements. Also, an obvious reason of liking to listen to music was the third most 
popular reason, while the fourth most popular reason was that by listening to music one 
can be unavailable to the outside world when wanting to relax or concentrate on 
something. All in all 187 statements were received for this question from the 151 
respondents. 
 

 
No. of 

statements 
It's practical to have all-in-one 

device, which is always with you 75 

To pass time and entertain 45 
Likes to listen to music 26 

To be unavailable to outside world, 
and relax or concentrate 25 

To set certain mood 7 
Other 9 

Table 11. Reason for listening to music. 
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4.4.3. Being comfortable with listening to music 

Of the 151 survey respondents, 44 say they feel uncomfortable with listening to music 
in certain places and situations. From those respondents 41 gave their view in an open-
ended question on listening to music in different situations and places. Figure 10 shows 
that not perceiving their environment was the most often mentioned issue (18 mentions) 
for why the respondents are occasionally uncomfortable with listening to music – “I 
might need my full attention in some situations, for example to avoid accidents when 
jogging or biking, or to be alert against theft in the bus”.  
 Respondents also felt that sometimes it can be socially unacceptable or even rude 
to listen to music in certain situations (8 mentions) – “When buying groceries or talking 
to people I do not want to listen to music”.  
 The need to be available or hear someone talking to them – “At work I rarely use 
both ear buds. Otherwise I might miss something.” – and disturbing others due to noise 
leakage through the headphones – “The ear plugs leak sound to other persons. At 
library it's not nice.” – were also considered as reasons for being uncomfortable with 
listening to music in certain situations (both with 7 mentions). 
 

 
Figure 10. Reasons for feeling uncomfortable with listening to music. 

 
 Palen, Salzman and Youngs [as cited in Nickerson, Isaac and Mak, 2008, p. 545] 
suggest that the use of mobile phones becomes more acceptable with increased use and 
over time. Although their study was applied to mobile phone use in the context of 
calling, it can be, indirectly, applied to listening to music with music phones because 
the use situations are similar. However, the only sound the person listening to music 
might make while listening to music with headphones on is humming, which also can 
be considered rude or disturbing by those around the music listener. 
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4.4.4. Use of headphones 

In relation to how comfortable and positive the overall music listening experience for 
the respondents is, the quality and usage of the headphones were mapped out. Half of 
the respondents were using the original headphones that came with their music phone 
(Table 12). The most common answer with 39.7% share was that the respondents are 
after headphones with better fitting, noise reduction and sound quality, which can be 
achieved by replacing the original headphones with better ones. Only three respondents 
are not using headphones at all but the loudspeaker of the phone. 
 

 No. of 
respondents Percentage 

Yes, I use the original ones and they are 
good/satisfactory 56 37.1% 

Yes, I use the original ones but they are poor 18 11.9% 
No, I have lost the original ones and had to 

buy new ones 8 5.3% 

No, I have replaced them for ones with better 
fitting/noise reduction/sound/quality 60 39.7% 

No, I have replaced the original ones after 
they were worn out 6 4.0% 

No, I use the loudspeaker of the phone 3 2.0% 
Total 151 100.0% 

Table 12. Use of the bundled headphones. 

4.4.5. Radio listening preference 

Since 64 respondents stated they also listen to radio or streamed online music (as seen 
in Table 7) with their music phone, a subsequent question revealed that 29 of them 
prefer music stored on their music phone over listening to radio. 21 respondents do not 
have any preference on this, while 14 respondents prefer radio to stored music.  
 Upon subsequent comments on the matter, the most often mentioned reason by 
those preferring music stored on the music phone is that it is available whenever they 
wish and that its music playing quality is better than what the radio provides – “I hate it 
when the radio signal gets weak and I get a bad connection during a good song. I 
would like to listen to radio a lot more, but prefer the stored music because it’s not 
interrupted at any time”. The poor reception problem of the mobile phone FM radio 
was also noticed and reported by Viljamaa et al. [2005] among their test participants. 
 Seven respondents from those who have no preference between stored music and 
radio listening say that their choice of music source depends on the situation, making it 
the second most mentioned justification after the obvious “no preference” comment. 
 Those who prefer listening to the radio say that radio offers more options in terms 
of content and that it does not require memory capacity from the mobile phone nor data 
transfer to download content and the subsequent transfer fees that may apply. 
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 The respondents’ preferences on streamed music were not enquired in the survey, 
which one respondent noted in his comment: “I don't have a radio. Your question form 
fails in this. I have a streaming software (Spotify), no traditional radio”. 

4.5. How respondents use their music-capable mobile phones 

In addition to the use of the built-in music player of the respondents’ mobile phone, the 
survey mapped out what other mobile phone functions are used and to what extent. If 
the respondents faced any problems with their music phone, they were able to report 
about them as well. 

4.5.1. Regular use of calling, internet browsing and music features  

The respondents estimated how much they use a certain feature per week. The list of 
features was set to calling, internet browsing, listening to stored music and listening to 
radio or streamed music. Five time frame options (1-30 minutes, 31-60 minutes, 1-5 
hours, 5-15 hours, and 15 hours and above) in addition to the option of 0 minutes, were 
provided to the respondents to indicate how much they use a certain feature per week. 
The time frame options were kept in only five to make it easier for the respondents to 
estimate their weekly use. Due to this, the ranges of the individual time frames differ 
but they still show how extensive the respondents’ usage of a feature is. 

4.5.2. Stored music versus radio and streamed music 

There are similarities in listening to music stored on the phone, and radio or streamed 
music in the time frames 1-30 minute and 1-5 hour because they both are the most 
preferred length of time to listen to music by the respondents (Figure 11). 
 When investigating the differences in listening to music stored on the phone and 
listening to radio or streamed music, it can be seen that stored music was listened to for 
longer periods of time than radio or streamed music. Up to 33.1% of the respondents 
preferred listening to stored music 1-5 hours per week, while 24.5% spend 1-30 minutes 
per week doing so. In fact, 55.6% of the respondents who listen to stored music listen to 
it more than an hour a week, while the share of those listening to radio or streamed 
music over an hour a week is only 28.5%. The most popular length of time listening to 
radio or streamed music is 1-30 minutes by 23.2% of the respondents. Up to 36.4% of 
the respondents do not listen to radio or streamed music at all. 
 Comparing the time spent on calling, browsing the web and listening to music 
(stored and radio or streamed), it can be seen that the time frame 31-60 minutes is 
popular length of time mostly for calling with 27.8% share. It looks as if features other 
than calling are mainly used for a short or for a long period of time.  
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Figure 11. Weekly use of the basic and the music player features. 

  
 Of the total of 151 respondents, 138 respondents listen to music stored on their 
music phones and 96 respondents listen to radio or streamed online music. The 
differences between the age groups are shown in Table 13, which is based on the 
median values representing how much the respondents of the survey are listening to 
stored music or radio/streamed music. Based on these values, it looks as males aged 19-
40 (from the three youngest age groups) prefer stored music to radio/streamed music. 
The median values show that listening to 1-5 hours of stored music a week beats the 1-
30 minutes of listening to radio or streamed music. Sticking with the males, the oldest 
age group of 41-56 years listens to 31-60 minutes of stored music a week and either of 
1-30 or 31-60 minutes of radio or streamed music a week. (The median value for 
listening to radio or streamed music by the oldest age group was calculated from an 
even number of values, the middle number consists of two values.)  
 The number of female respondents who listen to stored music varies quite a lot. 
The median value consists of two values in the age groups 26-30 and 41-56 years, 
making it hard to estimate the listening preferences of the different groups. However, 
with the share of 1-5 hours of listening to stored music a week, the age group 19-25 
leads the pack. With radio and streamed music the median values suggest that the time 
frame 1-30 minutes is preferred by the three youngest age groups (19-25, 26-30 and 31-
40), while the oldest age group does not listen to radio/streamed music at all.  
 Overall it looks as if both the female and the male respondents prefer stored 
music to radio/streamed music. In addition, based on the median tests conducted on the 
survey data, the median value to listen to stored music per week was 1-5 hours a week 
with a statistically significant difference (p < 0.01) between men and women. With 
radio/streamed music, the respondents preferred 1-30 minutes time frame a week based 
on the median value. However, the statistical significance was not met. Note that the 
sizes of the samples were small (82 males and 69 females) and the results should be 
limited to the respondents of this survey, not the general public. 
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 Listens to stored music 
Listens to radio/streamed 

music 
No. of 

respondents 
Age Male Female Male Female Total 

19-25 1-5 hrs 1-5 hrs 1-30 min 1-30 min 40 
26-30 1-5 hrs 1-30 or 31-60 min 1-30 min 1-30 min 47 
31-40 1-5 hrs 31-60 min 1-30 min 1-30 min 52 
41-56 31-60 min 1-30 or 31-60 min 1-30 or 31-60 min 0 min 12 
Total     151 

Table 13. Differences in music listening by gender and age based on median 
values. 

4.5.3. Use of the other mobile phone features 

Reading or writing e-mails, using the organiser (including calendar, to-do list and notes) 
and the camera are the most popular other features in music phones as Figure 12 shows. 
The usage estimations by the respondents show that although e-mail and the organiser 
are mostly used daily, over 28% of the respondents never read or write e-mails with 
their mobile phone. Only 3% of the respondents were not using the organiser. Using the 
office tools and instant messaging are the two least used features with over 50% of the 
respondents stating they never use them. 
 

 
Figure 12. Frequency of use of additional features. 

 
 The respondents were also able to list other features they use and which were 
lacking by default from the survey. The results show that using the application software 
(or so-called Apps) was the most common feature with 22 respondents using them. 
Alarm clock was the second most popular feature with 11 mentions. 
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4.5.4. Controlling the music player and the radio 

Controlling the music player of the mobile phone can be done in many ways. Table 15 
shows that the most common way, with 37.1% of the respondents, to control the music 
player is by using the regular buttons on the body of the mobile phone. Using the virtual 
buttons of a touch screen phone is also very common with 34.4% share. One respondent 
is also using voice commands to control the music player. 
 

 No. of 
respondents Percentage 

Using the basic buttons on the 
body of the phone 56 37.1% 

Using the virtual buttons on the 
touch screen 52 34.4% 

Using the player-specific buttons 
on the body of the phone 26 17.2% 

Using the player-specific buttons 
on the headphone cord 13 8.6% 

Other 4 2.6% 
Total 151 100.0% 

Table 15. Different ways to control the music player and the radio. 

4.6. Problems faced with the music player 

4.6.1. Problems with controlling the music player or radio 

The respondents were asked to list any problems they have faced with controlling the 
music player or radio in an open-ended question. The positive aspect is that of the 152 
statements gathered from the 151 respondents, the most common one was that they 
have not faced any problems. However, the problems they did face can be seen in Table 
16.  
 

 No. of 
statements 

None 70 
Various user interface and controls problems 44 

Controls on the headphone cord 13 
Hard to give commands with buttons 4 

Keyboard lock with PIN code hinders the use 4 
Slow or buggy system 4 

Problems related to hardware design 4 
Other 9 

Table 16. Problems in controlling the music player or radio. 

 
 Various user interface and controls problems with a total of 44 mentions was the 
most common problem. From those approximately 15 were caused purely by poor UI 
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implementation and another 15 were due to unintentional operations that the 
respondents did not want to achieve, for example, “if the phone is not locked and it is 
shaken, it shuffles music [plays music in random mode]. I'm sure I can turn off this 
feature, but I haven't bothered to try to figure it out”. The situation described by the 
respondent can happen fairly easily when the phone is in a pocket while the user is on 
the go and the keyboard is unlocked. Also controlling the user interface of the phone 
can sometimes be cumbersome, causing issues such as described by this respondent: 
“switching between 'now playing' mode and 'browsing tracks' mode is not easy”. In 
addition, the different functionalities of the operating system can be unclear to the users 
and they may not be aware of what each of them does, as one respondent commented. 
 Problems with the player and calling controls on the headphone cord got up to 13 
mentions from the respondents. One respondent commented that he is not aware of the 
state of the player when using the buttons on the headphone: “…is it stopped or 
playing?”. He also commented that it is difficult to hear whether a song has started 
playing or whether the player is in the pause mode, causing him to: “…keep pressing 
the button to stop/start/skip to the next track, until I hear something again”. Figure 13 
shows a music phone's player controls on a headphone cord and an integrated screen. 
Note that the screen is not available in every model. 
 

 

Figure 13. Regular player controls on the headphone cord with display. 

 
 Four comments said it can be hard to give commands with the buttons of the 
phone. One respondent specifically commented that using the control buttons on a 
touch screen makes it very slow to change songs. 
 The keyboard lock hinders controlling the music phone according to four 
statements. This occurs especially when you need to change the song – “I have to 
unlock my phone using a code. It takes longer than I want to change songs”. Keyboard 
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lock also hinders volume adjusting: “volume control doesn't work with keypad locked if 
listening for a long time, phone gets locked and I need to enter safety code before I'm 
able to control music again”. 
 Software bugs and slow system response were noted in four statements. For 
example, one respondent has suffered a couple of times from a radio that keeps playing 
after a call has been answered. The respondents also commented that the operating 
system is sometimes slow and the user could have to wait longer than expected before 
the phone executes the given command. 
 Hardware design problems also received four mentions. These include problems 
such as omission of dedicated music player control buttons. One respondent also 
identified a problem where the touch screen is not accurate enough when using the tip 
of his nose to control the phone: “Inaccuracy of nose based clicking in winter, when not 
wearing capacitive gloves”. 

4.6.2. Problems with music and radio listening 

An open-ended question mapped out what kind of problems the respondents have faced 
when listening to music or radio on their music phone. Of the 151 comments received, a 
total of 199 statements were gathered up. Up to 46 statements say there have been no 
problems whatsoever. However, the respondents did face a variety of problems as Table 
17 shows. 
 

 No. of 
statements 

None 46 
Audio quality 20 

Connection problems (mobile network, Bluetooth, 
WLAN, radio, etc.) 20 

Battery life 17 
Hard to use (user interface and hardware) 16 
Poor headphones and/or connector jack 14 

Technical and user interface related problems or bugs 13 
Poor or lacks of functions (software related) 12 

Music file problems (metadata and user interface) 10 
Volume related problems 9 

Incoming call/SMS/etc. notifications 5 
Syncing between the PC and the phone 5 

Other 12 

Table 17. Problems faced with music listening. 

 
 Problems with the audio quality got 20 mentions from the respondents. For 
example: “The audio quality on the iPhone cannot match that of my mp3 player, 
although the iPhone does have better sound than most other phones I've tried”. 
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 Connection problems – were they mobile network, Bluetooth, WLAN or radio 
related – also got 20 mentions. In most cases the problems were due to a poor network 
connection, for example when trying to listen to streamed music. Also the connection 
between the phone and the computer has caused concerns to the respondents. The 
respondents commented that a poor reception of the FM radio signal hinders them to 
listen to the radio: “Radio is not working that well in the train as the phone loses the 
radio stations”. Connection problems in music streaming, for example, can occur when 
the network that the music phone is connected to switches from 3G to a slower 2G 
network.  The 2G network does not offer as fast data transfer speeds as 3G, hence 
causing interruptions in music streaming [Lehtiniemi, 2008]. 
 With 17 mentions the respondents placed poor battery life as the fourth biggest 
problem hindering their listening experience. For instance, the battery runs out too fast 
and in some cases the fear of running out of battery power during a day causes the 
respondents to avoid listening to music with their music phone. 
 Problems related to the user interface and hardware (or the form factor of the 
music phone) being difficult to use was named 16 times. The problems covered many 
areas such as playlist management, which was found to be complicated: “I would like to 
be able to sort the playlists out in an easier way”. Managing the music content also 
caused problems: “I still haven't been able to delete the random songs that were 
preinstalled in the phone and that I really don't want to listen to so I always have to 
skip them”. General use of the music phone has also caused problems, for example, 
when adjusting the volume with a touch screen phone: “It [the touch screen] should 
also be instantly responsive – currently if the screen is on standby, the screen has to 
switch on before the phone accepts my ‘volume up’ command”. 
 14 statements found a problem with the headphones or the headphone jack. Most 
of the complaints concerned the poor sound quality – “the headphones that come with 
music phones should be designed for listening to music (good headphones don't have 
the hands free feature [i.e. the microphone enabling calls has been omitted from the 
headphone cord] which is really annoying because it's a PHONE and I want to talk as 
well as listen to music!!)”. 
 Technical and user interface related problems got 13 mentions. The corresponding 
comments also included some software bugs that the respondents had experienced: 
“Finding the right track since the artist and track names have at some point become 
‘unknown’”. 
 A total of 12 comments were reported on software functions that were either poor 
or omitted from the respondents’ music phones. “Lack of background play for Spotify 
in iPhone OS 3” and “I can't listen to music while taking a picture” are just two 
examples of the lack of multitask function (i.e. the music phone is able to run multiple 
tasks simultaneously) that the respondent experienced with their music phones. One 
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respondent also reported that creating playlists is not possible on the phone and they 
have to be imported to it. 
 Music files caused problems such as: “MP3 file names and titles are mixed up”. 
These metadata problems got 10 mentions from the respondents. 
 In listening to music problems related to the volume of the music got nine 
mentions. Indifferent volume level between individual tracks was commented by a 
respondent: “…sometimes a new song starts too loud or too silent, and I need to adjust 
the volume”. In addition, the minimum volume level was not satisfactory according to 
this respondent: “Using the volume control makes the music too loud when pressing the 
control button only once. The volume control should function steplessly”. The 
respondents also found certain notification sounds too loud when wearing the 
headphones: “Text message sound is so loud that when listening to something more 
silent it almost breaks ears”. 
 Five complaints similar to those above about the text message notification sound 
were raised by the respondents but they have been allocated to the problem category 
named as “Incoming call/SMS/etc. notifications”. One respondent complained that a 
new e-mail or text message, and repeated low battery notifications should not interrupt 
music listening like an incoming call does. 
 Synchronisation between the computer and the music phone raised five 
comments. One of them prevented the respondent from listening to newly purchased 
music: “when I buy new music and download it to my computer, I sometimes forget to 
sync my phone to my computer, so I'm not able to listen to my new music on my phone”. 

4.6.3. Network problems 

The survey sought possible network problems the respondents may have had to face 
when listening to stored or streamed content. Of the 151 respondents 97 had not faced 
any problems. 40 respondents stated they have had problems sometimes while 14 
respondents had faced  network problems often. 
 A subsequent question mapped out the network problems more closely (Table 
18). The most common network related problem occurred in certain areas and in 
situations such as commuting: “In a train or some certain areas connection is slow and 
you cannot stream music”. 
 Instead of listening to streamed content some respondents prefer downloading 
music first to their music phone to avoid disruptions in listening: “When using Spotify, I 
prefer downloading the song instead of streaming to avoid connection problems”.  
 Mobile phone, WLAN or radio network problems and not being able to keep the 
connection on were mentioned three times. “The network connections are manifested 
by inconsistent text messaging and dropped phone calls. Problem is likely on AT&T's 
[American network operator] side”.  
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 Other problems, which were only mentioned once or twice, got six mentions. The 
network is not always the source of the problems: “The phone cannot use the full speed 
of 3G. The software or the OS [operating system] is just too slow for that”. Streaming 
music can be difficult if the connection is not fast enough – “Pandora takes a long time 
to buffer over EDGE”. (EDGE provides data transfer that is slower than a 3G network 
offers [GSMArena.com, 2010].) 
 

 No. of 
statements 

Connection problems occur in certain areas (e.g. 
while commuting) 17 

Prefers downloading instead of streaming music 3 
Problems with mobile, WLAN, or radio networks. 

Cannot keep the connection 3 

Other problems 6 

Table 18. Network problems. 

4.7. Room for improvement 

4.7.1. Improvement suggestions from the respondents 

After the survey respondents had answered various questions on how they acquire 
music to their music phones, how they use and listen to music with them, and revealed 
what problems they possibly have had to face, they had a chance to write suggestions 
on how to improve the use and controlling of their music phones in an open-ended 
question. All 151 survey respondents answered the question and from the received 
comments a total of 138 separate statements were gathered up.  
 Of the 138 statements received, over 60 respondents had no improvement 
suggestions to offer and they were happy with their current music phone (Table 19). 
Also, not all of the respondents who said to have experienced problems with their music 
phone had given improvement suggestions related to their problems or to any other 
matter. From the rest of the statements, six major improvement areas where identified. 
One of the categories, “other”, includes suggestions that were only mentioned once or 
twice and hence were not significant enough to have their own category. 
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 No. of 
statements 

None 65 
Add/improve controls on the headphone cord 19 

More (music) buttons 14 
Improve usability and user interface 7 

Improve the functioning of the music player 
controls with keypad lock 7 

Add/improve voice commands 5 
Other 21 

Table 19. Improvement suggestions by the respondents. 

 
 The most popular target of the improvement suggestions was the controls of the 
music player located on the headphone cord with 19 suggestions. In Subsection 4.6.1. 
problems related to the controls on the headphone cord got 13 mentions so 
improvement suggestions are in place. Improving the existing controls on the 
headphone cord or adding the feature to music phones that omit it got 19 mentions. One 
respondent suggested that the buttons on the cord should be improved from the current 
ones on his phone by adding more features such as volume control and being able to 
switch to both previous and next songs. Another respondent wanted the controls to 
work better in cold conditions. Also, having rounded edges on the control enclosure to 
prevent it from getting stuck onto a shirt collar was suggested by a respondent.  
 With 14 mentions the respondents suggested that having more buttons on the 
music phone would help in controlling the phone and the music player or radio 
applications. For example, one respondent would like to have buttons on the side of the 
phone next to the volume rocker button to switch songs.  
 Improving usability and the user interfaces was mentioned seven times by the 
respondents. This included comments such as improving the random play mode (also 
known as shuffle), having the user interface working smoother without lags and being 
more simple to use. There was no further elaboration on how to make the user interface 
simpler. One respondent also suggested that when exiting the FM radio application on 
his phone, the radio should stop playing unlike now. 
 Up to seven improvement suggestions for the functioning of the music player 
when the keypad lock is on were received from the respondents. When the keypad lock 
is on, the keypad or the touch screen (with virtual buttons) naturally does not work to 
prevent accidental button presses when the phone is, for example, inside a bag. One 
respondent suggested separating “…the buttons controlling the music player from the 
normal keypad lock so you could lock the other keys but still change the song or volume 
without unlocking the rest of the keypad”. Two individual respondents seem to have 
quite different view on how the mute button ought to work when the keypad and touch 
screen are locked. One says that when the touch screen lock is on there should be a 
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physical mute button available. On the other hand, the other respondent says that the 
mute button should be disabled when the phone is locked. 
 Five mentions on behalf of voice commands were raised by the respondents. 
Some of them said the existing voice command system ought to be simpler and faster to 
use, the others that it would be a desirable feature. 
 The other improvement suggestions included various ideas such as bigger screen, 
fetching album art and lyrics automatically from the internet, making it easier to import 
content, and hoping that detaching the headphone connector from the phone when 
listening to music would not activate the loudspeaker of the phone so that the music is 
being played aloud. Some of the ideas were quite generic, for example, “Re-design the 
interface”. 

4.7.2. General improvement suggestions 

As with any consumer product, it is impossible to design something that pleases 
everyone. The same applies to music phones. However, the problems with music 
phones that were reported by the respondents of this study allow introducing 
improvement suggestions as the previous section shows. Nevertheless, there is also 
room for presenting a set of more general improvement suggestions. 
 The respondents complained about the music phone not being able to perform 
multiple tasks simultaneously such as listening to music while operating the camera of 
the phone. It would make sense that any music phone can be utilised as a music player 
equally well as the dedicated music players. Due to the nature of the music phone – 
having multiple functions such as the music player, the camera and games – it is 
required to work as a multipurpose device. This, however, should not be an excuse for it 
not being able to perform multiple tasks simultaneously such as listening to music as 
effortlessly as the dedicated music player does. Hence the multitask function should be 
a norm in every music phone. Coincidentally, Apple – the manufacturer whose music 
phone was the target of complaints for lacking multitask function – introduced 
multitasking to selected iPhone music phone models as part of their latest big operating 
system update [Apple, 2010]. 
 Some problem issues that have arisen in the study are not necessarily the fault of 
the music phone makers. For example, buying digital music from other sources than the 
one from the music phone manufacturer (e.g. iPhone and iTunes Store by Apple) can 
cause problems with music file formats and Digital Rights Management (also known as 
DRM) technology, which may prevent the user from buying and downloading music 
from some sources. Due to this the actual digital music infrastructure needs to evolve so 
that it is open for music phones regardless of the manufacturer and make it easier for 
the users to buy and download music irrespective of the file format. 
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 The users should be allowed to create playlists straight in the music phone 
without needing to connect it to a computer and create the playlists there before 
synchronising them with the phone. This would ease the playlist management and let 
the music phone be less relied on a computer in everyday use. 
 Supplying headphones with better fitting, noise reduction and sound quality is 
recommended because out of the 151 respondents up to 39.7% have replaced the 
bundled headphones for better ones. The alternative headphones may be impractical if 
the microphone and the call and player headphone cord controls are missing. If the 
headphones supplied with the regular sales package fill the quality requirements of the 
users while still incorporating the headphone cord controls, they would have no reason 
to purchase other non-proprietary headphones. 
 Finally, a mature operating system to keep the music phone running well without 
software bugs and slow system response, would naturally be a desired attribute. It is 
also recommended that the number of different operating systems ought to be kept to a 
minimum, which would help the users to use multiple devices easier and the developers 
to concentrate on creating more attractive applications, which would help to drive usage 
[McGinity Shannon, 2008, p. 21]. 
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5. Conclusion 
The results of this study showed that the possibility to download music whenever there 
is an internet connection available – a feature missing from the conventional portable 
players – does bring some changes in the user habits. The younger users of the music 
phones download music more than their older counterparts. The older users, on the 
other hand, tend to buy music more than the younger respondents. Perhaps the younger 
users of the music phones are more used to acquiring different goods over the internet – 
for free or by purchasing – while the older users prefer a more familiar concept, a store 
that can be an online one in addition for being a physical store. However, copying 
music from existing music collections, e.g. friends’ CD collections, was mentioned 
most frequently by the respondents as the source of their music. Albums were the most 
popular music release type to copy by the respondents while single tracks were the most 
popular bought music. The easiness of buying the one hit song heard from the radio 
instead of the whole album appeals to the digital music consumers. 
 Approximately one third of the respondents do not use playlists. Those who do, 
prefer to sort their playlists by the name of the artist to help them to find a track of their 
liking from their music collection. The most common reason to use playlists is to make 
the music suit the respondents' mood and activity of the moment. 
 One main issue of the study was where the respondents are listening to music 
with their phone and in which kind of situations. The results showed that travelling –  
either long distances or commuting – was the most preferred occasion to listen to 
music. Doing sports was the second most preferred occasion. The respondents stated 
that they listen to music with their music phone mainly because it is handy to have an 
all-in-one device, which combines everything they need: the phone and the music 
player. The second most mentioned reason was to pass the time and to entertain them. 
Less than a third of the respondents stated that they feel uncomfortable with listening to 
music in certain places or situations. The main reason was that they would not be able 
to perceive their own environment. 
 The respondents listen to music stored on the music phone for longer periods of 
time than they listen to radio and streamed music.  
 An important part of the study was to find out what kind of problems the 
respondents had faced with controlling their music phones. Almost half of the received 
statements said there had not been any problems. Various user interface and control 
problems was the most mentioned problem area with less than a third of the statements 
saying so. The most mentioned problem related to actual music listening was problems 
with audio quality, while connection problems with radio and streaming music was on 
the second spot. Again, as with the previous controlling problems, the most common 
statement was that the respondents had not experienced any problems with listening to 
music. 
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 Finally the respondents were asked for some improvement suggestions on the 
problems they have encountered with their music phones. Most of them did not have 
any improvement suggestions to offer because they were happy with their device. 
However, improving the player controls on the headphone cord was the most mentioned 
feature that needs to be fixed. Lack of buttons on the music phone to control the music 
player was found to be the second feature that ought to be improved, according to the 
respondents. 
 The objective of this study was to discover how users of mobile phone music 
players use them and especially the special features missing from conventional portable 
players. The study was conducted by using a third party survey application to collect 
quantitative data from music phone users, which was then analysed.  
  When compared to portable players such as the Walkman, mobile phone 
music players have been in the market for a relatively short time. Hence there are not 
many studies on the use of mobile phone music players, which differ from the 
traditional portable players due to their ability to download content straight from the 
internet by using the mobile phone network and by being an all-purpose device with 
multiple functions in addition to the music player. However, earlier studies on portable 
digital players confirm that travelling is the most popular situation where the users like 
to listen to music. Furthermore, the earlier studies showed that the source of music is 
quite similar with the results of this study although the advantages with the mobile 
phone network connection were not studied and the context is mainly on acquiring 
music to a computer first and importing it into a music player. The most popular music 
releases in this study were found to be single tracks and whole albums, which 
corresponds to the findings in one of the earlier studies. 
 It seems that there are still problems with the novel music player features brought 
on by the music phones, while the existing general type of problems (e.g. usability 
issues) prevail. These are not entirely caused by the various devices but the network 
coverage has a part to play in cases where the users want to listen to streamed music or 
download something straight to their music phone over the internet. Whether the music 
phone manufacturers or the network operators are to blame for the network coverage 
problems is out of the scope of this study.  
 Based on this study, it is obvious that the mobile phone designers and 
manufacturers need to take into account the music player aspect when designing music 
phones. Although the current music phones are capable of playing digital music, the 
survey showed that there are still problems with software, hardware and peripheral 
devices (e.g. headphones). It is not a surprise that a device with so many functions, in 
addition to the music player, is having problems in delivering as simple to use and 
intuitive digital music player as the dedicated digital players are. Merely the amount of 
buttons required by a mobile phone pose a challenge for the designers to create a great 
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music phone that can compete with dedicated players. However, to accomplish full-
fledged easy to use digital music player incorporated to a mobile phone, the music 
phone manufacturers need to keep developing their products towards more user-friendly 
way. Furthermore, they should develop the peripherals and remember to invest in their 
online music stores and to have more satisfied customers. Future research could 
concentrate on the aforementioned issues more closely, helping the designers to come 
up with better music phones. It is also recommended to have a bigger sample than in 
this survey to get more accurate results. 
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